
*Outfits* 
You should plan to bring several outfits to your photo session in a variety of 
colors, not just your favorite color. Feel free to include different styles, such as 
casual, semi formal, formal or outdoors, so you can take several pictures and 
get your best shots. 

Remember to bring accessories for all outfits, from footwear to jewelry and hair 
accents for you girls! Since several full-body shots are also taken, check shoes 
to be sure they are clean! (That full-body shot could end up being your favorite 
pose.) 
Keep your clothing visually simple. 

Try to avoid bringing outfits with words or designs, stripes or pictures, except 
possibly your school logo. 

Solid colors are recommended for most or all outfits. Darker shades tend to 
make people look slimmer. Try not to wear flesh-tone or neutral colors such as 
white, beige, tan, pale peach or pink, or gray, as these can dominate the picture 
and make you look pale and washed out. For outside pictures, wearing colors that 
match the season (spring, summer, or fall) are best. 

Use clothing to accentuate your best features. 
*Makeup* 
Apply your makeup as you normally look on a day-to-day basis. Bring extra 
powder to reapply during session if need be. 
*Hair* 
Go with practiced hair styles. 

Friends and family prefer to remember you as you looked most of your senior 
year, not just during the period when you had your pictures taken. 
*Shave* 
A fresh shave for guys is recommended, and mustaches or beards should be 
neatly trimmed. If your skin is sensitive, make sure you don’t shave right before 
the session as your skin will be red or blotchy. 
*Don’t worry about blemishes* 
Don’t worry about a blemish or bruises. I can edit out those if needed. 



* Don’t overdo the tanned look* 
It often looks unnatural in photographs. Tanning right before the session could 
mean you look too shiny or bronzy or have red skin which is very difficult to 
edit. Spray tans tend to look very fake in photographs and even appear orange. 
*Glasses* 
If at all possible, either buy or borrow a pair of identical frames without lenses 
to prevent glare and reflections from the glass. wear contacts or no glasses. 
*Check those hands* 
Like shoes, hands can show up in some of your favorite poses, so be sure to take 
the time to make them clean and presentable – guys should trim their nails, and 
girls might need to touch up their manicure. 
*Smile* 
Before you go to the photo shoot, practice your facial expressions in front of a 
mirror at home. It sounds silly, but it works! 
*Personalize your photos with props* 
I invite you to bring favorite props to the shoot, such as sports equipment if you 
are a team player or fan, musical instruments, or hobby items. You can even bring 
a favorite portable piece of furniture, such as a lightweight chair or stool. 

Usually you can even bring your pet, sibling, best friend, boyfriend/girlfriend or 
parents to appear in some of the shots with you. 
*Bring someone with you* 
Bring a friend if that person can help make you relax and take a natural picture. 

That person can also help with clothing changes and “double check” you while 
you’re being photographed to make sure your clothing and hair are still on point. 
I will do so myself, but I have a lot to consider while taking a picture and 
another pair of eyes can’t hurt! Saves me lots of editing time afterwards!


